ISLAM

The recent terror attack in San Bernardino, California is of particular interest to me because I lived in the area for ten years. I did not know any of the people killed but that is of no consequence. The news media insists such acts are Islamic Terrorism while the government refuses.

What people, including the media, refuse to do is recognize that the Muslim “religion” is not a “religion of peace.” There indeed may be Muslims that are peaceful people but from the beginning it has not been so.

The so called founder of this way of life was himself a terrorist. And those who follow him or the so called “Muslim faith” are taught from the get-go that only they are right and those who are wrong have no right to exist. Killing non-believers is not a sin to them, it is an act of faith. They did not like the Creator so they created their own god.

The fact is that it is not a religion at all, it is a society based on radical terroristic teaching and control. They control with force that which they do not like and those who disagree with their premise. What is it that makes people follow with such devotion something that fosters and in some cases insists that those who disagree with them have no right to exist.

No other religion in the world insists on the destruction of those who do not believe as they do. Christianity is based on the idea of the saving of others, not their destruction. Jesus said the first commandment is to “And you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength. The second is this: You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ There is no other commandment greater than these.” (Mark 12:30-31) No earnest Muslim thinks that way.